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The temperature dependence of intermembrane interactions in freely suspended multilamellar membranes of
dimiristoylphosphatidylcholine in D2O was studied using small-angle neutron scattering �SANS� and high-
resolution x-ray diffraction �HRXRD�. The study reveals that the Helfrich’s undulation force is the dominating
repulsion force at temperatures above 48.6 °C and intermembrane distances larger than 20.5 Å. At �77 °C the
onset of the unbinding transition in the multilamellar membranes is observed. This transition has a continuous
behavior in agreement with theoretical predictions and proceeds in accordance with a two-state model. Com-
plimentary analysis of SANS and HRXRD data permits accurate calculation of the fundamental undulation
force constant cfl. The obtained value of cfl=0.111±0.005 is in good agreement with theoretical calculations.
The results of this work demonstrate a key role of Helfrich’s undulations in the balance of intermembrane
interactions of lipid membranes under physiological temperatures and suggest that thermal undulations play an
important part in the interactions of biological membranes. The agreement of the predictions with the experi-
mental data confirms that lipid membranes can be considered as random fluctuating surfaces that can be
described well by current theoretical models and that they can serve as a powerful tool for studying behavior
of such surfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lipid bilayers are the main structural elements of biologi-
cal membranes �1� and are widely used to mimic their prop-
erties �2�. Closed lipid membranes, or liposomes, have im-
portant practical applications, for instance, in drug delivery
�3�. Membranes are also of great interest for the statistical
physics of fluctuating �random� surfaces �4–6�. Fluctuating
surfaces include a wide range of physical objects from
biomembranes to world sheets swept out in time by strings
between elementary particles in the theory of fundamental
interactions �7–9�. Studying intermembrane interactions is
particularly important because of their relevance to biomem-
brane fusion �2–10�. However, in spite of considerable recent
progress in this area, several fundamental problems remain
to be solved.

This paper is concerned with the problem of unbinding
transitions in multilamellar membranes, and the related ques-
tion of the magnitude of the undulation force contribution to
the balance of intermembrane interactions. The existing dis-
agreement between theoretical calculations and experimen-
tally determined values of the universal constant cfl of the
undulation force acting between thermally fluctuating multi-
lamellar membranes is so significant that it casts serious
doubts on the validity of the currently held theoretical mod-
els of biological and lipid membranes.

In this paper we begin by introducing the forces acting
between electrically neutral lipid membranes and describe

their thermal dependence. Next, a relationship between the
balance of these forces and the unbinding phenomenon is
presented, following which a conflict between the theoretical
treatment and the experimental results of the unbinding tran-
sition and on the value of cfl is discussed. Finally, an ap-
proach to the investigation of intermembrane interactions via
the complementary use of small-angle neutron scattering
�SANS� and high resolution x-ray diffraction �HRXRD� is
presented and results are discussed.

II. THEORY

The current view of the balance of forces acting between
uncharged membranes indicates the presence of three main
contributions: a strong short-range repulsion �often called the
“hydration” force�, long-range van der Waals attraction, and
long-range Helfrich’s undulation repulsion �4,10–14�.

A. Short-range repulsion (“hydration”) force

It is well established experimentally that the energy per
unit volume of the short-range repulsion between two adja-
cent membranes varies exponentially with the intermem-
brane distance dw:

fH�dw� = AH exp�− dw/�� , �1�

where AH�10−17–10−18 J /m2 and ��0.1–0.24 nm for
phospholipid membranes �11,12,15�. The origin of this force
is still under investigation �11–18�. One of the hypotheses
attributes this force to the intrinsic structure of the lipid-*Corresponding author.
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water interface, meaning that the propagation of the interac-
tion �the hydration force� is determined by the water proper-
ties �11,12,15�. The hydration force is expected to weaken as
temperature increases. An alternative point of view attributes
the short-range repulsion force to the out-of-plane thermal
fluctuations �protrusions� of lipid molecules �13,14,16–18�.
Such an entropic force, on the other hand, should increase
with temperature. Indeed, the decay length of the force � is
proportional to the temperature ���T /��, where � is the
interfacial energy �13,14�. In addition, the interfacial energy
should decrease upon heating �19�. Renormalization of the
short-range repulsion, assuming simultaneous presence of
both origins of the forces, yields comparable values and has
been attempted as well �20–22�. In this case the net force
increases with temperature, and this behavior results from
the temperature dependent entropic force due to the protru-
sions �21,22�.

B. Long-range van der Waals attraction

The van der Waals attraction between two membranes of
thickness db resulting from different polarizabilities of the
lipid and water molecules is given by �11,23�

fvdW = −
H

12�
� 1

dw
2 −

2

�dw + db�2 +
1

�dw + 2db�2� , �2�

where H�10−21–10−20 J is the Hamaker constant �23–25�.
There is no good agreement between different estimations of
the Hamaker constant for lipid bilayers. For instance, mea-
surements of forces between dimiristoylphosphatidylcholine
�DMPC� membranes with surface force apparatus resulted in
values of H= �7.5±1��10−21 J �24� and H= �1.3±0.2�
�10−21 J �25�.

The van der Waals repulsion exhibits different regimes of
power law decay depending on the intermembrane distance.
At small intermembrane distances �dw�db�, fvdW�1/dw

2 ; at
larger dw �db�dw�, fvdW�1/dw

4 ; and finally, at sufficiently
large dw the retardation effects lead to fvdW�1/dw

5 �23�. The
Hamaker constant is temperature dependent �23�,

H =
3kBT

4
	�l − �w

�l + �w

2

+
3h�e

16�2

�nl
2 − nw

2 �2

�nl
2 + nw

2 �3/2 , �3�

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant; �l and �w are the static
dielectric constants of lipids and water, respectively; nl and
nw are the refractive indices; and �e is the ultraviolet fre-
quency. Note that the Hamaker constant in its explicit form,
Eq. �3�, depends linearly on the temperature.

C. Long-range undulation repulsion

The third contribution to the balance of intermembrane
forces comes from thermally excited membrane undulations
as was suggested by Helfrich �4�. This entropic interaction
follows a long-range power law:

fund = cfl
�kBT�2

kdw
2 , �4�

where k is the membrane rigidity and cfl is the universal
fluctuation constant. This equation was derived under the

assumption that membranes do not interact with each other
through any other forces except for the hard-wall confine-
ment.

As it follows from Eq. �4� the fund is proportional to the
square of the temperature. However, one can expect an even
stronger thermal dependence of the undulation force. Indeed,
the bending rigidity k is approximately proportional to the
square of the length of the hydrocarbon chains �26�. It was
shown recently �17� and confirmed in the present work that
the lipid bilayer shrinks when temperature increases. In ad-
dition, it is predicted that the bending elasticity must be
renormalized in order to take protrusions into account �21�.
As a consequence, k is additionally reduced when tempera-
ture increases.

It is worth noting that the experimentally determined val-
ues of k range from �10−20 to 10−19 J for phospholipid
membranes. For example, reported values of the bending ri-
gidity of DMPC vesicles are very scattered: �1.15±0.15�
�10−19 J �27�, �0.35–0.65��10−19 J �28�, �0.56±0.06�
�10−19 J �29�, and 1.8�10−19 J �30�.

D. Value of the undulation force constant cfl

The universal constant cfl �see Eq. �4�� is a measure of the
strength of fluctuations and plays an important role in the
statistical physics of self-avoiding surfaces with extrinsic
curvature stiffness �7,8�. The initial estimate cfl=3�2 /128
�0.23 was made by Helfrich �4� using de Gennes continuum
harmonic approximation for the elastic energy per unit vol-
ume,

f =
1

2
B	 �u

�z

2

+
1

2
K	 �2u

�x2 +
�2u

�y2
2

, �5�

�where u=u�x ,y ,z� is the locally varying displacement of the
bilayers in normal to the membrane direction; B is the com-
pressibility modulus and K is the bending modulus of the
stack of the membranes� applied to a pure hard-wall case �4�.
However, further more sophisticated calculations gave values
of cfl about two times smaller than 3�2 /128 �9,31–38�. For
example, renormalization group treatment of the entropic in-
teraction in lamellar phases yields cfl�0.081 �33�. Monte
Carlo estimations give 0.101±0.002 �35�, 0.106 �36�, recent
analytical calculation of the constant yields the value 0.099
for a single membrane �39�, and the most recent calculations
for a multilamellar stack of membranes give cfl
=0.115±0.005 �40�, 0.111±0.006 �38�, 0.113±0.005 �41�.
All these values coincide well, and all of them are smaller
than the first estimate �4� roughly by a factor of 2. On the
other hand, results of the high-resolution x-ray experiments
�42–44� agree surprisingly well with the first estimate of
cfl=3�2 /128 by Helfrich. Understanding the origin of this
discrepancy is of great importance �9,31–38,45�. Indeed, if
the discrepancy between theory and experiment cannot be
resolved then the basis of the physical model of membranes
�for instance, applicability of harmonic approximation� must
be revised. Accordingly, a significant part of this work is
devoted to accurate estimation of the value of cfl.
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E. Membrane unbinding

The superposition of the three energies described above,

f�dw� = fH�dw� + fvdW�dw� + fund�dw� , �6�

shows that at low temperatures f�dw� has a global minimum
at a small finite dw, which corresponds to the bound state of
the membrane. However, at higher temperatures this mini-
mum shifts to an infinite distance between membranes �i.e.,
to the unbound state of the membrane�. At a certain interme-
diate temperature Tc, the bound and unbound states have the
same free energy. Thus membranes would exhibit a discon-
tinuous �first order� transition from bound to unbound state
in accordance with the superposition model �45,46�. How-
ever, it has been shown that the superposition fails if f�dw�
has an attractive part which decays faster then 1/dw

2 at large
dw �40,45�. This is exactly what happens in the case of inter-
acting phospholipid membranes due to the decay of the van
der Waals forces. Renormalization group treatment of the
competition between short-range repulsive, attractive van der
Waals, and steric �due to undulations� contributions results in
the prediction of a qualitatively different character of the
unbinding transition �45�. Within this context, a continuous
�second order� transition with a characteristic critical expo-
nent was predicted �40,45�.

Renormalization group �RG�, Monte Carlo �MC� calcula-
tions and an analogy with the strings predict that the mean
separation between membranes diverges as temperature ap-
proaches a critical temperature Tc,

dw � �T − Tc�−	, �7�

where the universal exponent 
�1 �40,45,47–49�. A two-
state model for this unbinding transition has been proposed
�50�. Membranes can exhibit two different local states: un-
bound and bound. The probabilities of these two local mem-
brane configurations depend on the temperature, and, at Tc,
membranes are completely unbound �50�. The main conclu-
sions of Refs. �40,45� have been confirmed later in theoreti-
cal works �51–53�. In particular, mean field treatments of
unbound n layers confirmed the critical character of the tran-
sition and yielded the universal exponent 
=1 �52,53�.

An interesting prediction was made in Ref. �53�. It was
shown that separation of the stack of membranes to an infi-
nite intermembrane distance is interrupted by a transition to
an isotropic “sponge” phase, in which a simple topology of
the stack of bilayers is replaced by a locally smooth but
randomly connected interface.

It should be noted that some theoretical models differ in
their conclusions. Indeed, another approach based on the ap-
plication of MC techniques to symmetric and asymmetric
stacks of N membranes predicts that in symmetric case all N
membranes unbind simultaneously at N-independent tem-
perature but with an N-dependent critical exponent. In the
asymmetric case, in which the lowest membrane acts as a
rigid wall, they are subjected to a sequence of unbinding
transitions with a universal exponent �54�.

As it is known, RG calculations can predict the exact
value of the critical exponent but give only a rough estimate
of the critical temperature. An accurate prediction of Tc,

however, is not the only problem. As was mentioned earlier,
the values of the bending rigidity and the Hamaker constant
have not yet been determined with a proper accuracy. In
addition, there is a major disagreement between experimen-
tal and theoretical estimates of the cfl constant, which defines
the strength of the undulation force. Also, the uncertainties
about the origin of the short-range repulsive forces between
membranes mentioned above should be added to the list of
the challenges of an accurate prediction of the critical tem-
perature.

In the present situation, a rough estimate of the unbinding
temperature of uncharged phospholipid membranes using the
superposition of the forces, Eq. �6�, yields an enormous
spread in the values of Tc extending from room temperature
to more than 1000 K. Obviously, such an estimation does not
even answer the question whether the unbinding transition
can take place at temperatures at which the membranes still
exist.

Experimental studies of the change in the balance of in-
termembrane interactions �unbinding and adhesion of electri-
cally neutral lipid membranes� led to controversial conclu-
sions. Phospholipid membranes, in particular DMPC, were
studied in a large excess of water above the chain-melting
phase transition by phase contrast microscopy. It was ob-
served that membranes swell and usually disintegrate form-
ing giant, usually unilamellar, vesicles �55–59�. However,
measurements of the vesicles interactions via micropipette
aspiration technique yielded a positive value for the adhesion
energy, �0.01–0.015��10−3 J m−2 in the case of phospholip-
ids including DMPC �60,61�. An explanation for this dis-
crepancy was proposed in Refs. �60,61�. It was argued that
the micropipette aspiration technique mechanically disturbs
the vesicles and may induce tension. It is known that induced
tension can suppress membrane undulations and prompt the
adhesion of vesicles �57–59�. On the other hand, even if this
is true, the well-established fact that uncharged lipids in ex-
cess water display x-ray and neutron diffraction peaks �con-
firming the multilamellar ordered structure of membranes�
�11� remains to be explained.

The only example of the unbinding transition in freely
suspended membranes was observed with digalactosyl dia-
cylglycerol �DGDG� lipid membranes in an aqueous solution
containing 100 mM of NaCl, for which a spontaneous mu-
tual adhesion was observed at low temperature �62�. The
unbinding transition did exhibit continuous character. Unfor-
tunately, this observation was made by phase contrast mi-
croscopy and quantitative description of the phenomenon
was not possible.

Discontinuous thermal unbinding was claimed to have
been observed in the highly oriented multilamellar phospho-
lipid membranes from 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphatidylcholine and DMPC on silicon substrates �63�.
The experiments were done using the x-ray reflectivity
method. It is quite possible that interactions of the membrane
stack with the substrate partially suppress the undulation in
the whole stack as it is described in Ref. �64� and conse-
quently results in the change of the unbinding behavior.

Thus, in spite of important progress, some fundamental
problems related to the intermembrane interactions remain
unsolved. The nature of the membrane unbinding, the value
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of the undulation force constant cfl, as well as the contribu-
tion of the undulations to the balance of intermembrane in-
teractions are clearly among the most important to be stud-
ied. However, as we have seen, it is difficult to address them
theoretically as well as experimentally. A different approach
to the problems under discussion is proposed in this work. It
makes use of the power of combined SANS and HRXRD
techniques in application to the study of the temperature de-
pendence of the balance of intermembrane forces. As was
shown earlier, the undulation force strongly increases with
temperature. On the other hand, the van der Waals attraction
has only a linear dependence on temperature. In addition, the
van der Waals force decreases faster with increase in the
intermembrane distance, and therefore one can expect a rapid
increase in the strength of the undulation force relative to the
van der Waals attraction with a rise in temperature.

How can short-range forces influence this temperature ef-
fect? It depends on the nature of the dominant component. A
protrusionlike force always helps the undulation force to in-
crease the intermembrane distance with increasing tempera-
ture. However, the hydration force itself is expected to act in
the opposite way. Consequently, the study of the thermal
dependence is, in addition, a test of the origin of the short-
range repulsive forces.

Finally, a strong argument in favor of the investigation of
temperature dependence of the balance of forces is given by
recent experimental observations of the considerable increase
in the DMPC intermembrane distance dw at temperatures
above 65 °C �17,65�. It was stressed in Ref. �17� that the
increase in dw was accompanied by a dramatic decrease in
the intensity of the diffraction peaks. This suggests that in
order to account for this effect one has to assume a consid-
erable increase in the amplitude of undulations with tempera-
ture �17�.

A detailed study of the balance of intermembrane interac-
tions in a wide range of temperatures �from �40 to 110 °C�
has been accomplished in the present work. SANS was em-
ployed to accurately determine the thickness of the bilayers,
the intermembrane distance �31,62�, and the membrane mor-
phology, as well as the dependence of these parameters on
temperature. Complementary use of HRXRD at a synchro-
tron source allowed us to study the thermal evolution of the
shape and intensity of diffraction peaks and to determine
temperature dependence of undulations. These studies have
shown that the membrane unbinding starts at T�77 °C and
is clearly visible at higher temperatures. The unbinding
progresses continuously and in accordance with the two-state
model, as was predicted in Refs. �50,52�. The experimental
data allow an estimate of the value of cfl=0.111±0.005 to be
made, which is in good agreement with all recent theoretical
estimations �9,31–38,40,41�.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Sample preparation

All samples were made from 1,2-dimiristoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine �DMPC� purchased from
Sigma �Deisenhoven, Germany�. Two types of samples �mul-
tilamellar and single membranes� were used for the SANS

study. Multilamellar membranes were prepared by two dif-
ferent methods. In the first method, the lipids were dissolved
in ethanol, which was then evaporated by a stream of nitro-
gen and the rest of the solvent was removed by subjecting a
thin lipid film to a high vacuum over a period of several
hours. Multilamellar membranes �2% �w/w� of lipid means
2% of lipid by weight� were mixed with heavy water �D2O�
and homogenized by cycling the sample through the chain-
melting phase transition temperature accompanied by vortex
mixing.

The second method of preparation consisted in direct dis-
solution of the lipid powder in D2O, keeping the solution at
a temperature of �40 °C for several hours, followed by ho-
mogenization as described above. This was done to exclude
the possible influence of the residual solvent on the results.

Multilamellar DMPC membranes �30% �w/w� lipid in
D2O� for x-ray measurements were prepared by the second
method. In addition, several cycles of freezing and thawing
were done to ensure better homogeneity.

Single vesicles for SANS were prepared by extrusion of
liposomes. Multilamellar membranes �2% �w/w� in D2O�
were pushed through a 100-nm filter using a syringe type
extruder �Mensch, Germany� as described in Ref. �66�. The
samples were then centrifuged at 13 000 rpm for 1 h to re-
move the residual multilamellar membranes. This procedure
resulted in single vesicles with an average diameter �80 nm
�66�.

B. Small-angle neutron scattering

SANS measurements were done at the PAXE instrument,
Léon Brillouin Laboratory, Saclay, France �67�, using a neu-
tron wavelength �=6 Å, two-dimensional position-sensitive
detector at a sample-to-detector distance of 3 m and standard
collimation. To determine temperature dependence of the in-
termembrane distance, SANS measurements of multilamellar
and single membranes �both at 2% �w/w� of lipids in D2O�
were done in parallel. Samples were inserted into a tempera-
ture regulated sample holder and measurements were done in
the temperature interval from �40 to 110 °C.

The repeat distance d of the multilamellar stack was cal-
culated from the position of the diffraction peak maximum in
accordance with the Bragg equation 2d sin �=�, where � is
half of the scattering angle.

The membrane thickness was determined from SANS
measurements of single membranes as described in Refs.
�17,67–69�. Briefly, the scattering intensity I�Q� of noninter-
fering single membranes in dilute samples is described by
the Kratky-Porod approximation �67–69�:

I�Q� = Q−2I�0�exp�− Rt
2Q2� , �8�

where Q is the scattering vector �Q=4� sin � /��, Rt is the
radius of gyration of the membrane thickness:

Rt
2 = �m�x� − s�x2dx� �m�x� − s�dx , �9�

m�x� is the neutron scattering length density along the direc-
tion x normal to the membrane, s is the scattering length
density of the solvent, and
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I�0� = � ni�m − s�2Vi
2, �10�

where ni is the number of membranes with the volume Vi, m
is the average neutron scattering length density of mem-
branes. Equation �8� is valid in the range 1/Rv�Q�1/Rt
�17,67–69�, where Rv is the radius of the vesicles.

Membrane thickness can be obtained from a contrast
variation study using D2O to H2O substitution. The radius of
gyration Rt of a flat object in a solvent depends on the con-
trast �=m−s as

Rt
2 = Rc

2 + �m/���R
2 − Rc

2 + L2� − �m/��2L2, �11�

where Rc is the radius of gyration of the membrane inacces-
sible by the solvent, Rp is the radius of gyration of the mem-
brane �Rp can be calculated using Eq. �9� with s=0�, L is the
distance between geometric and neutron scattering density
centers of gravity �68�. In the case of a centrosymmetrical
membrane �like the DMPC membrane� L=0, and Eq. �11�
simplifies to

Rt
2 = Rc

2 +
̄m

�
�Rp

2 − Rc
2� . �12�

Equation �12� is used to fit the dependence of measured
Rt

2 on m /� by a straight line to obtain the Rc. In the case
when there is no water penetration into membrane, the mem-
brane thickness can be calculated simply as db=�12Rc
�68,69�. It is well known, however, that water does penetrate
into the polar part of the lipid membrane �70� and we will
take into account this fact here to estimate a correction to the
above formula.

The real thickness of the membrane db� can be determined
from

db�
2

12
=

VL

VL + VW
Rc

2 +
VW

VL + VW
RW

2 , �13�

where VL and VW are the volumes of DMPC molecule and
the volume of water inside of the membrane, respectively,
RW is the radius of gyration of the part of the bilayer that is
filled with water. In order to determine RW, we assume a
linear distribution of water in the polar region of the mem-
brane �71–73�, which results in

RW
2 =


db�/2−DH

db�/2 �x − 	db�

2
− DH
�x2dx


db�/2−DH

db� �x − 	db�

2
− DH
�dx

=
db�

2

12 �3 − 4
DH

db�
+ 2	DH

db�

2� , �14�

where DH is the thickness of the hydrophilic part of the bi-
layer. Substitution of DH=9 Å �70,74� and combining Eqs.
�13� and �14� result in

db� = db	1 − 1.26
VW

VL

−1/2

= 1.15db, �15�

where VW=nWVWL=7.2�30 Å3=216 Å3 �70,74�. Equation
�15� will be used to determine the membrane thickness db� at
all of the measured temperatures.

Unfortunately, a detailed study of the temperature depen-
dence of db� by the contrast variation method would require a
significant amount of neutron beam time. For this reason we
have used another approach to determine the temperature
dependence of the membrane thickness. From Eq. �12� one
can see that when ����m the measured in a single experi-
ment Rt is very close to Rc. The highest contrast is achieved
when measurements are done in D2O. The neutron scattering
density of D2O is equal to s=6.38�1010 cm−2 and the av-
erage neutron scattering density of DMPC membrane is m
=0.282�1010 cm−2 at T=30 °C �m was calculated using
partial volume V=1097 Å3 of the DMPC molecule �70��.
Equation �12� can be rewritten as

Rc
2 = Rt

2� 1 −
m

�

Rp
2

Rt
2

1 −
m

�
� . �16�

The ratio m /� is small �it is equal to 0.04 for DMPC
membranes in D2O� and has a very weak temperature depen-
dence �volume thermal expansivities of lipid and water mol-
ecules at 50 °C have small and very close values, which are
equal to 5.1�10−4 and 4.5�10−4 K−1, correspondingly
�75��. In addition, the ratio Rp

2 /Rt
2 has a weak temperature

dependence as well and the reason for this is that the both
values Rp

2 and Rt
2 originate from the same structural param-

eters of the bilayer. Therefore temperature dependence of the
second term in the right hand side of Eq. �16� is negligible
and one can use the following approximation for estimation
of Rc from measured Rt at a temperature T:

Rc�T� = Rt�T�
Rc,T1

Rt,T1

, �17�

where Rc,T1
and Rt,T1

are the radii of gyration obtained from
a contrast variation study at temperature T1 according to Eq.
�12�. In other words, it is sufficient to determine Rc at a
single temperature T1 in order to find membrane thickness at
any other temperature, at which Rt was measured. In case of
DMPC membranes in D2O, when using the approximation
from Eq. �17�, the membrane thickness errors in the whole
studied temperature interval do not exceed 0.2 Å.

C. High-resolution x-ray diffraction

1. HRXRD measurements

The experiments were performed on the small-angle x-ray
scattering �SAXS� instrument of the high brilliance ID2
beam line at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facilities
�ESRF, Grenoble, France� �76�. A wavelength of 1 Å was
used for the measurements. To achieve the highest possible
resolution of the instrument a two-dimensional gas wire
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x-ray detector was moved to the maximum possible distance
from the sample, 10 m, and shifted from the beam center to
the position of the first order reflection. The x-ray beam was
focused at the detector position. The size of the beam on the
sample was 0.3�0.3 mm2. The experimentally obtained
resolution function of the instrument �Fig. 8� is well approxi-
mated by the sum of two Gaussians:

R��q� = A1e−��q�2/2�1
2

+ A2e−��q�2/2�2
2

�18�

with A2 /A1=1/3, �1=3.3�10−4 Å−1, and �2=9.9
�10−4 Å−1. The full width at half maximum of the resolu-
tion function is �10−3 Å−1.

The study was done with nonoriented DMPC membranes
in excess D2O �30% �w/w� of DMPC�. Samples were placed
in a thin, cylindrical aluminum cell and confined by two
parallel thin mica windows attached on both sides of a
2-mm spacer. The measurements were done at temperatures
48.6, 58.0, 67.4, 76.8, 85.7, 89.7, and 95.4 °C. Temperature
was controlled with an accuracy of ±0.1 °C. An incubation
of at least 30 min was applied before measurements at each
temperature.

Radiation damage effects were carefully examined by
monitoring the stability of the diffraction peaks �both inten-
sity and shape� while continuously irradiating the sample
with series of 10-s exposures. As a result of this study the
flux was reduced to �1011 photons mm−2 and the exposure
time was limited to 1 min. In addition, after each 1-min ex-
posure the sample was shifted by 1 mm in vertical or hori-
zontal direction to a fresh position and an additional short,
10-s, exposure was taken. Finally, the reproducibility of the
measurements and equilibration and stability of the samples
were checked by an additional set of measurements in the
cooling direction. The shape and intensity of the diffraction
peaks obtained at the same temperatures in the heating and
cooling directions were identical, within experimental accu-
racy, in all cases.

2. Analysis of the diffraction peak shape

Intensity of the x-ray scattering from a smectic liquid
crystalline sample can be expressed as

I�Q� = �F�Q��2S�Q� , �19�

where F�Q� is the form factor of a single smectic layer and
S�Q� is the structure factor, which depends on the spatial
correlation between layers in the sample. The structure factor
is defined as a Fourier transform:

S�Q� = dRG�R�exp�iQ · R� �20�

of the main-correlation function

G�R� = �exp�iQ · n�u�R� − u�0���� , �21�

where n is the unit vector normal to the smectic layers and
u�R� is the layer displacement in the direction n at the posi-
tion R. The brackets � � denote the thermal averaging.

Caillé �77� showed that using the standard harmonic ap-
proximation and de Gennes free energy �Eq. �5��, the struc-

ture factor of a nonoriented smectic sample in the vicinity of
the diffraction peak maximum Q0 can be approximated as

S�Q� � �Q − Q0�−1+�, �22�

where � is the so-called Caillé parameter, defined by

� = Q0
2 kBT

8��BK
. �23�

Equation �22� implies that when the Caillé parameter is
larger than 1 �either at large Q or at low B and K�, the
diffraction peaks become nonobservable. Thus one-
dimensional translational order in a system of multilayer
membranes is destroyed by thermal fluctuations �undula-
tions� and this results in a power law decay of the intensity in
the vicinity of the diffraction peak maximum. Such an alge-
braic decay of the positional order in smectic crystals was
predicted by Landau �78� and Peirls �79�, observed by
Als-Nielsen et al. �80�, and was studied experimentally for
different oriented and nonoriented liquid crystals. More re-
cently, theoretical and experimental investigations of this
phenomenon, in application to lipid multilayers, were done
by Nagle et al. �74,81–83�.

It should be noted that the shape of the diffraction peak
given by Eq. �22� is symmetrical. Asymmetry of the peaks
can be deduced in the next level of approximation �84�:

S�Q� � �Q − Q0�−1+��sin 	1

2
��
 +

�

2�Q0

�sgn�Q − Q0�cos	1

2
��
� , �24�

where the parameter �=�K /B is called the penetration
length. However, the asymmetry is only observable when �
�2� /Q0 �42,43,84�.

Fitting the experimental diffraction peak profiles in this
study was done following the so-called modified Caillé
theory �81� with one following addition. It is widely assumed
that the lipid bilayer form factor F�Q� is practically constant
in the narrow region of the high resolution diffraction peaks
and therefore it is omitted from the analysis
�42–44,74,81–83�. In this work we have demonstrated that
this is not always true and that the form factor can have a
significant effect on the tails of the diffraction peaks �see
Sec. IV B�. Thus the shapes of the peaks, after background
subtraction, correction for the Lorenz factor, and correction
for the form factor, were fitted by Eq. �80� from Ref. �81�
�see Appendix A�, convoluted with the instrumental resolu-
tion function defined by Eq. �18�. Nonlinear least square fits
of the data curves were done using the MINUIT library �85�
from the CERNLIB package. The free fitting parameters were
the parameter �, the mean size of the domains L0, and the
domains distribution �L.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Small-angle neutron scattering

1. Temperature dependence of the membrane thickness

Studies of intermembrane interactions require an accurate
determination of the membrane structural parameters. There-
fore we performed a detailed SANS study with single DMPC
vesicles to obtain the membrane thickness and its tempera-
ture dependence. Typical small-angle scattering curves at
temperatures T=18 °C �P�� phase� and T=30 °C �L� phase�
are shown in the Kratky-Porod representation Ln�IQ2� vs Q2

�Fig. 1�. A linear fit yields the value of the radius of gyration,
which is related to the membrane thickness.

In preparation for the temperature measurements, we
evaluated the influence of possible intervesicle interference
and membrane curvature on the accuracy of the method. For
this purpose SANS measurements were performed at differ-
ent concentrations and curvatures �vesicle sizes� of the mem-
branes. The results are summarized in the Tables I and II.

Data show that within the experimental accuracy there are
no significant effects of either intervesicle interference or
curvature in the tested range of concentrations and vesicle
sizes. Thus samples with 2% �w/w� lipid concentration and
D=100 nm were chosen for the rest of the measurements.

The next step was to perform a SANS contrast variation
study at T=18 and 30 °C in order to obtain Rc �see Eq. �12��
that will be used to determine the membrane thickness. The
Kratky-Porod plots at temperatures 18 and 30 °C and differ-
ent contrasts are shown in Fig. 1. The data allowed us to
obtain accurate values for Rc at both temperatures. The re-

sults of the fits using Eq. �12� are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and
summarized in the Table III.

The accuracy in m is not very high, but the experimental
values agree within errors with m=0.297�1010 cm2 �T
=18 °C� and m=0.282�1010 cm2 �T=30 °C� as calculated
from the partial volumes of DMPC molecules VL=1044 Å3

in the gel phase and VL=1097 Å3 in the liquid crystalline
phase �70�. The membrane thickness, estimated from db
=�12Rc, assuming no water penetration in the membrane,
yields db=41.1±0.4 Å at 18 °C in the gel phase and
37.9±0.3 Å at 30 °C in the liquid phase. This latter value
can be compared with 38.1±1.0 Å, obtained from the linear
extrapolation to 30 °C of data �db=35.3±1.0 Å at 31.8 °C�
db=36.3±1.0 Å at 31.7 °C, and db=39.5±1.0 Å at 27 °C�
from a similar contrast variation study with DMPC mem-
branes �69�. Correction for the water penetration effect using
Eqs. �14� and �15� yields the steric membranes thickness
db�=43.7±0.4 Å at 30 °C. This value coincides with the best
estimate of 44.2 Å �70� and 44.5±0.3 Å �91� and close to the
result db�=42.6±0.5 Å of recent computer simulations of
SANS contrast variation data by a multishell model of bi-
layer neutron scattering length density �86�.

Measurements of the temperature dependence of the
membrane thickness were done in the temperature interval
from 46 to 104 °C. The radius of gyration of the membrane
Rt was determined as described in Sec. III B and the bilayer
thickness db� was obtained using Eq. �15�, where Rc�T� was
estimated from Eq. �17� using values of Rt�T�, Rc,T1

, and Rt,T1
determined from contrast variation study at 30 °C. It is
worth mentioning that Eq. �15� was used to correct the bi-
layer thickness for water penetration into the polar part of the
membrane at different temperatures. This correction depends

FIG. 1. SANS curves from 2% �w/w� DMPC single membranes
in different contrasts �H2O/D2O ratios� are shown using the
Kratky-Porod presentation �Ln�IQ2� vs Q2� at 18 °C �P�� phase� �a�
and at 30 °C �L� phase� �b�. Straight lines are fits using Eq. �8�.

TABLE I. Dependence of the membrane thickness �estimated as
�12Rt� of DMPC membranes in D2O at 30 °C on the lipid
concentration.

DMPC concentration
�% w/w�

Membrane thickness �12Rt

�Å�

0.5 34.8±0.3

1 35.3±0.4

2 35.0±0.4

4 35.1±0.4

TABLE II. Dependence of the membrane thickness �estimated
as �12Rt� of DMPC membranes in D2O at T=18 and 30 °C on the
vesicle size �D is the average diameter of the pore in nuclear mem-
branes used for the sample preparation. It provides a rough estima-
tion of the vesicle diameter �65��.

Sample

�12Rt �Å�

D=50 nm D=100 nm D=200 nm

DMPC, T=18 °C
�P�� phase�

36.8±0.3 38.3±0.1 38.3±0.3

DMPC, T=30 °C
�L� phase�

35.7±0.4 35.2±0.3 35.8±0.4
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on the ratio VW /VL, which, in its turn, changes with tempera-
ture. Therefore we have attempted a proper correction for
temperature dependence of VW /VL �the procedure of the cor-
rection is described in Appendix B�. Equations �13�, �15�,
and �B3� were used to determine the thickness of DMPC
bilayer. It is interesting to note that the value of this correc-
tion is relatively small in the whole studied range of the
temperatures �i.e., it is equal to 0.36 Å at 77 °C�. Tempera-
ture dependence of the corrected membrane thickness is
shown in Fig. 4. Membrane thickness decreases roughly lin-
early with temperature. The thermal compression of the bi-
layer thickness �db� /�T in the temperature interval from
46 to 104 °C is equal to 0.058±0.003 Å K−1.

2. SANS from multilamellar DMPC membranes: Temperature
dependence

The measurements were performed with 2% �w/w� of
DMPC membranes in D2O. The main differences of this
study from other similar studies �17,65� are as follows:

�i� the measurements were extended to higher tempera-
tures �up to �110 °C�, and

�ii� the scattering intensity was measured and analyzed
not only in the vicinity of the multilamellar diffraction peak
�Q�0.1 Å−1� as in Refs. �17,65�, but also at lower Q �from
0.01 to 0.3 Å−1�.

The scattering curves at some of the measured tempera-
tures are shown in Fig. 5. They display a shift of the diffrac-
tion peak to smaller Q values �larger repeat distances d�, a
decrease of the integral intensity of the peak, and its broad-

ening at higher temperatures. In addition, a striking increase
in the small-angle scattered intensity at temperatures T
�77 °C is observed. The scattered intensity I�Q� was fitted
by the function

I�Q� = It�0�Q−2 exp�− Rt
*2Q2� + I0 exp�−

�Q − Q0�2

2�Q
2 � ,

�25�

where the first component is the small-angle contribution and
the Gaussian function describes the diffraction peak. It�0�,
Rt

*, I0, Q0, and �Q are the fitting parameters. It should be
noted that Eq. �25� is an approximation of Eq. �19�. The first
term in the right side of this equation corresponds to the

FIG. 2. Dependence of the square root of SANS intensities at
zero angle I�0�, obtained from fitting curves shown in Fig. 1, on the
solvent neutron scattering length density at 18 °C �P�� phase� �a�
and 30 °C �L� phase� �b�. Intersection of the straight fit line with
the abscissa axis �y=0� gives the value of the mean lipid membrane
neutron scattering length density m.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the square of the radius of gyration of
DMPC membranes on m /� at 18 °C �P�� phase� �a� and 30 °C
�L� phase� �b�. Intersection of the straight fit line with the ordinate
axis �x=0� gives the value of the radius of gyration in infinite con-
trast Rc.

TABLE III. Parameters of DMPC membranes calculated from
the fit �Eq. �12�� of the contrast variation data. m is the average
neutron scattering density of the membranes, Rc

2 is the radius of
gyration of the membrane at infinite contrast, and Rp

2 −Rc
2 is the

parameter, that characterizes the neutron scattering density distribu-
tion inside the membrane.

Sample
̄m

�1010 cm2�
Rc

2

�Å2�
Rp

2 −Rc
2

�Å2�

DMPC, T=18 °C
�P�� phase�

0.37±0.10 141.0±2.8 423±31

DMPC, T=30 °C
�L� phase�

0.36±0.10 119.6±1.7 369±21
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Kratky-Porod approximation for the scattering intensity from
single lamellar �see Eq. �8��. The second term corresponds to
a correlation peak for a stack of membranes. The temperature
dependence of the repeat distance �d=2� /Q0�, the width of
the peak �Q, and the radius of gyration of membrane Rt

* are
shown in Figs. 6�a�–6�c�, respectively. Both dependences of
d and �Q qualitatively exhibit the same behavior in response
to temperature. Above a temperature of �77 °C, both the
repeat distance and the width of the diffraction peak increase
progressively with temperature. On the other hand, Rt

* de-
creases dramatically with temperature. At higher tempera-
tures, the small-angle part of the scattering approaches the
scattering curve from single membranes and coincides with
it, as is seen in Fig. 5. The slope of this part of the scattering
curve yields the correct thickness of the bilayer. Observed in
the current work, the dependence of the repeat distance on T
agrees within experimental accuracy with measurements in
the literature �17,65� made in the common temperature
range.

The width of the diffraction peak �Q depends on both the
instrumental resolution �iQ and the diffraction contribution
from the sample, �SQ:

�Q
2 = �SQ

2 + �iQ
2 . �26�

The plateau at low temperatures �Fig. 6�b�� is determined
solely by the instrumental resolution �iQ and allows its esti-

mation. Assuming that the increase in the width of the peak
is determined by the finite size effect and that the instrumen-
tal resolution does not change significantly in the small Q
range defined by the range in the peak positions, one can find
the temperature dependence of the average number of bilay-
ers in multilamellar membranes from the following equation:

N �
1

�2 �Q
2 − �iQ

2

�

d
. �27�

As it follows from the data shown in Fig. 6�b� the average
number of bilayers in the multilamellar stack is reduced con-
siderably at higher temperatures. As an illustration, N�60 at
T=60 °C, N�30 at 77 °C, and N�8 at 98 °C.

To summarize, a substantial decrease in the intensity of
the diffraction peak with temperature at T�77 °C is accom-
panied by the increase in its width and remarkable increase
in the small-angle scattering intensity. The small-angle part
of I�Q� approaches that of single DMPC vesicles at higher
temperatures. It is important to stress that the analysis of the
small-angle part of the scattering curve and the width of the

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the DMPC membrane thick-
ness obtained from SANS experiments. Linear fit gives thermal
compression of the bilayer, �db� /�T=0.058±0.003 Å K−1.

FIG. 5. SANS curves from 2% �w/w� multilamellar DMPC
membranes in D2O at different temperatures and from 2% �w/w�
single DMPC membranes in D2O at T=106 °C are shown in the
Kratky-Porod representation.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependences of the multilamellar DMPC
membrane repeat distance �a�, of the width of the diffraction peaks
�Q �b�, and of the “effective” radius of gyration Rt

* �c� obtained
from SANS measurements shown in Fig. 5.
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peak results in the same conclusion: the average size of the
coherent domains decreases with temperature and ap-
proaches the thickness of a multilamellar stack containing
just a few bilayers at higher temperatures.

Parenthetically, we note that when the sample has been
cooled down to 50 °C, the position of the diffraction peak
returns back to its initial position. At the same time the inte-
gral intensity of the peak rises and the small-angle scattering
intensity drops, however, none of the intensities reaches their
initial values. We interpret this as evidence that the multila-
mellar liposomes lost some of their outer bilayers at higher
temperatures.

The temperature dependence of the intermembrane dis-
tance dw calculated as dw=d−db is shown in Fig. 7�b�. As
expected, there is a prominent increase in dw with tempera-
ture, starting from 77 °C.

Therefore the SANS experiments indicate that the unbind-
ing of DMPC membranes starts at T�77 °C and proceeds in
agreement with the two-state model, i.e., the volume fraction
of the unbound state increases with temperature.

A detailed theoretical discussion of the two-state model is
given by Lipowsky in Ref. �50�, where probabilities of the
“locally bound” P2b and “locally unbound” Pub states were
introduced. The ratio P2b / Pub is governed by the interplay of
forces acting between membranes and must vanish in a con-
tinuous way as the transition temperature Tc is approached
�50�. In our work we experimentally observed the onset of
the unbinding transition at �77 °C. When temperature ap-
proaches Tc, the relaxation time of the system also diverges
�45�. In this case, kinetics can certainly play a role and spe-

cial precautions need to be taken to obtain accurate value of
Tc. This was not the main thrust of our study. However, we
did check evolution of the SANS curves in time at several
temperatures above 77 °C and have not detected any signifi-
cant changes on the time scales of �1 h. The method used in
the present work for preparation of the multilamellar mem-
branes gives mostly large and generally not tightly packed
liposomes and should not impose strong geometrical restric-
tions on the number �area� of locally unbound membranes.
However, owing to the wide size distribution of the lipo-
somes, a small number of the multilamellar liposomes will
have small size and will be tightly packed �onionlike topol-
ogy�. In such liposomes, relaxation of membranes to equilib-
rium state will require some morphological rearrangements,
accompanied by redistributions of lipid molecules between
membranes. As a consequence, the number �or area� of the
locally unbound membranes will be kinetically dependent.
This process would require an especially long time, since it
is determined mostly by a slow flip-flop transition of lipids in
membranes.

B. High-resolution x-ray diffraction: Analysis of the
temperature dependence of the shape of diffraction peaks

In the previous section we demonstrated that combined
SANS data on multilamellar and unilamellar vesicles show a
considerable increase in the intermembrane distance with in-
crease in temperature at T�77 °C and indicate that the un-
binding of the membranes starts with further increase in the
temperature. Moreover, single membrane SANS data have
explicitly shown that the membrane thickness gradually con-
tracts with temperature. As we discussed in the introduction,
a reduction in the membrane thickness results in the soften-
ing of the membrane and in a decrease of the membrane
bending rigidity. This fact together with relatively strong de-
pendence of the undulation force on temperature can lead to
a considerable increase in the membrane undulations and
shift the balance of the intermembrane forces toward unbind-
ing. However, all these results, while giving evidence of in-
creased undulations, do not prove that directly.

In order to examine the role of undulations in the ob-
served effects directly, we performed a high-resolution x-ray
study of the temperature dependence of the undulations at
the ID2 beam line at ESRF. The diffraction patterns showing
the first order diffraction peak at different temperatures are
presented in Fig. 8. Using a two-dimensional position sensi-
tive detector at the small-angle instrument allowed us to col-
lect very high statistical quality high-resolution diffraction
data at a minimum level of radiation damage of the samples.
There are five general features of the peak. First, the peak
widths at all temperatures are considerably larger than the
resolution of the instrument. Second, the maximum intensity
of the peaks decreases with temperature. Third, the diffrac-
tion peak broadens significantly with an increase in tempera-
ture. Fourth, the wings of the peak decay slower as tempera-
ture rises thus manifesting an increase in the undulations
with temperature �42–44�. Finally, the shape of the peak is
asymmetric.

To check for reproducibility of the data the measurements
were repeated at several temperatures �data not shown�, as

FIG. 7. Temperature dependences of the repeat distance d of
30 wt % multilamellar DMPC membranes in D2O determined from
the positions of HRXRD peaks �a�; of the bilayer thickness db�,
determined from SANS data with single membranes �b�, and water
spacing dw, calculated as dw=d−db� �c�.
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the sample was cooled. Regardless of the heating or cooling
direction, intensity, position, and shape of the diffraction
peaks measured at the same temperatures coincide within
experimental errors. As has been discussed previously,
SANS data also show the same repeat distances after cooling
down, however, the intensities of the diffraction peaks as
well as intensities of the low angle parts of the scattering
curves were clearly different. We suggest that this discrep-
ancy between SANS and HRXRD data is due to the signifi-
cant difference in the concentrations of lipids in the samples.
In the case of SANS experiments, where only 2% �w/w� of
the liposomes �lipids� was used, the increased undulation
pressure on the external membrane shell in the onion struc-
ture of the liposomes is not compensated for by the external
pressure and as a consequence the outer membranes can be
ruptured. Conversely, in the case of HRXRD experiments,
where 30% �w/w� of the lipid was used, the liposomes are
already quite densely packed and the external pressure from
neighboring liposomes can partially compensate for the in-
ternal one. Another reason for the differences could be that
the size of the liposomes in the case of HRXRD experiments
is much larger than in the SANS experiments and the rupture
of outer membranes does not noticeably change the number
of the bilayers in the onion.

Temperature dependence of the repeat distance d as deter-
mined from HRXRD and the bilayer thickness db as deter-
mined from SANS data as well as intermembrane water
spacing dw calculated as dw=d−db are shown in Figs. 7�a�
and 7�b� and they agree within experimental errors with the
results of the SANS study �Fig. 6�a��.

As we mentioned above, the diffraction peaks are asym-
metric. The asymmetry of the intensities of the left and right
parts of the peaks has been recognized and discussed in Refs.
�42–44�. However, computer modeling shown in Fig. 9 as
well as analytical calculations resulting in Eq. �24� �84�
mean that the asymmetry can only occur due to a difference
in the intensities, but the slopes of the wings of the diffrac-
tions peaks �in log-log representation� remain the same. Both
parts of the peaks are plotted in log-log representation in Fig.
10 for the data measured at four different temperatures. The

difference between the left and right parts of the diffraction
peaks is already visible at q=Q−Q0=0.003 Å−1, but it is
more due to the difference in the slopes and not due to the
intensity itself. To resolve the discrepancy between theoreti-
cal predictions of the same slope for the left and right parts
and experimental data, one should take into account behavior
of the form factor F�Q� in the vicinity of the diffraction peak
maximum. Usually, the form factor is assumed to be constant
in the vicinity of the diffraction peak maximum and analysis
of the diffraction peak shape is done without taking into
consideration the dependence of the form factor on the scat-
tering vector �42–44,82�. This dependence, however, can be
calculated from the known electron density profiles of the
DMPC lipid membranes �82� or determined with the help of
the Shannon sampling theorem �16,82�. Both approaches
give the same result: contribution of F�Q� to the change of
the intensity I�Q� is already about 20% at q=0.01 Å−1.
Therefore we decided to correct the intensity of the diffrac-
tion peaks by the form factor before the analysis of S�Q�.
The correction was done in the first approximation assuming
a linear dependence of the form factor on q in the vicinity of
the position Q0 of the diffraction peak maximum:

F�q� = F�Q0��1 + ��q�� �28�

and with a requirement of the same slope of the intensity
curves for the both signs of q.

The results are shown in Fig. 10. There are two important
consequences of this approach. First, the correction led, au-
tomatically, to the same values for the left and right parts of
the S�q� dependence. Second, the wings of the peaks can be
fitted using a straight line in log-log plot. Both of these re-
sults confirm the necessity of the correction of the intensities
by the form factor to obtain correct S�q�. Indeed, as we have
discussed in Sec. III C 2, the absence of the differences in the
intensities for the both signs of q means that the de Gennes’s
penetration depth �= �K /B�1/2�2� /Q0 �43,44�, which is
normally the case for the lipid membranes since their bend-
ing rigidity is quite high �about 20 kT�. In addition, a good
linear approximation of the wings of the diffraction peaks in
log-log representation is predicted by Eq. �24�.

FIG. 8. HRXRD peaks from 30% �w/w� multilamellar DMPC
membranes in D2O at different temperatures. Intensities of the
peaks maxima are normalized to 1. The dash line curve is the reso-
lution of the instrument. The peaks are asymmetric and exhibit long
tails.

FIG. 9. Computer simulation of the structure factor using Eq.
�A3�. Left and right parts of the peak exhibit asymmetry in the
intensities �but not in the slopes� at small de Gennes penetration
length. The calculations were done for �=0.2, �=10 Å, and L0

=104 Å.
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Therefore we applied the form factor corrections to dif-
fraction peak intensities at all measured temperatures. Fol-
lowing this, a complete peak shape analysis was done as
described in Sec. III C 2. The results of the fits at some of the
temperatures are shown in Fig. 11. Dependence of the Caillé
parameter � on temperature T is shown in Fig. 12. There are
two different characteristic parts of the ��T� dependence: �i�
slow change in the temperature interval from
48.6 to 76.8 °C and �ii� dramatic increase at T�77 °C. A
comparison of Figs. 7 and 12 shows that a considerable in-
crease in the intermembrane distance as well as in the pa-
rameter of the strength of the undulations � starts at the same
temperature, �77 °C.

The mean square fluctuations of the water spacing �dw in
multilamellar membranes are described by the following
equation �83�:

�dw

2 = �−1�d2, �29�

where � is a numerical parameter �10 �83�. The average
amplitude of undulations exhibits a dramatic increase at the

temperatures higher than 77 °C, since both of the parameters
� and d increase with temperature. It gives additional evi-
dence of the main role of undulations in the membrane un-
binding.

C. Determination of the fundamental undulation constant

So far we have shown that the undulation force is the
dominating repulsive force between freely suspended in wa-
ter DMPC membranes at temperatures above 48 °C. Increas-
ing the temperature results in the so-called unbinding transi-
tion that starts at 77 °C. The next important question is, what
is the actual functional form of the undulation force? In other
words, does the hard confinement Helfrich’s model correctly
describe dependence of the undulation force on the inter-
membrane distance �Eq. �4�� or should more complex models
be considered? For this purpose we will use an equation
derived in Ref. �83� where the undulation force is expressed
through experimentally measured parameter � and multila-
mellar repeat distance d:

FIG. 10. Left �solid symbols� and right
�empty symbols� parts of the HRXRD peak from
30% �w/w� multilamellar DMPC membranes in
D2O before �circles� and after �triangles� correc-
tion of the intensities by the form factor F�Q� at
four different temperatures: �a� 30 °C, �b�
48.6 °C, �c� 89.7 °C, and �d� 95.4 °C. The cor-
rection leads to symmetric peaks with linear
slope in the log-log plot as predicted by Caillé
theory. To aid in visualization, data at �Q−Q0�
�3�10−3 Å−1 are binned, reducing number of
points and distributing them equally on the loga-
rithmic scale.

FIG. 11. Examples of the fits of the HRXRD peaks from 30%
�w/w� multilamellar DMPC membranes in D2O at different tem-
peratures using modified Caillé theory. Peak wings are fitted very
well in the wide region of Q.

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of the Caillé parameter � of
undulating DMPC membranes determined from the shape analysis
of the diffraction peaks.
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fund =
1

4

�kBT�2

k�d2 . �30�

If we assume that Eq. �4� is correct functional form of fund
then a plot of 1 /d2� vs 1/dw

2 should represent a straight line.
Indeed, as shown in Fig. 13 the dependence is linear in the
temperature interval from 48.5 to 76.8 °C proving the valid-
ity of the hard confinement functional form of Eq. �4� at
these temperatures. At higher temperatures �i.e., at those
temperatures at which unbinding takes place� the plot
strongly deviates from the straight-line approximation con-
firming the anomalous behavior of the free energy in this
case.

Since the hard-confinement regime is confirmed in our
experimental case, we can fit the measured data to obtain the
value of the fundamental constant cfl. To do this we combine
Eqs. �4� and �30� and rewrite them in the following form:

� =
�

2�6cfl

	1 −
db

d

2

. �31�

Dependence of � on �1−db /d�2 is shown in Fig. 14 and it

displays a linear behavior in the temperature interval from
48.6 to 76.8 °C as it was expected. At higher temperatures
�i.e., at those temperatures at which unbinding takes place�,
the plot strongly deviates from the straight-line approxima-
tion confirming once again a qualitatively different behavior
of the system at these temperatures. The linear fit of the data
corresponding to the temperature interval from 48.6
to 76.8 °C is shown in Fig. 14. This fit gives the universal
constant of undulation force cfl=0.111±0.005, which is in
good agreement with all theoretical predictions �33–38,40�
and is identical to cfl=0.106 �36� and to the most recent
calculations: cfl=0.115±0.005 �40�, cfl=0.111±0.006 �37�,
cfl=0.113±0.005 �41�.

It is well known that in the hard-wall confinement case
the square of the mean fluctuations is proportional to the
square of the interplane distance �4�:

�dw

2 = �dw
2 , �32�

where � is a numerical constant.
Comparing Eqs. �29� and �32� we obtain

�d2 = ��dw
2 . �33�

Then substituting the left part of Eq. �33� in Eq. �30� we
finally get

fund =
1

4��

�kBT�2

kdw
2 . �34�

Taking into account that the numerical factor in Eq. �34�
must be equal to cfl we can calculate � as

� =
1

4�cfl
. �35�

Assuming that �=10 and substituting the experimental value
of cfl into Eq. �35� we find that �=0.225. This value is in
agreement with theoretical result ��0.2 �40�. It is also very
close to the calculated values of �=0.25 �34� and �
�0.183 �87�.

To our knowledge there is only one cycle of works
�42–44� where cfl was experimentally measured using a
similar system of fluctuated lipid membranes. The authors in
Ref. �44� used a similar approach of analysis of high-
resolution diffraction peaks but instead of changing tempera-
ture as in our work they added pentanol to the lipid mem-
branes, which softened them and increased undulations and
separation between membranes. The results of Refs. �42–44�
were consistent with the initial estimations of the value of cfl
by Helfrich �4�, cfl=0.23, in strong disagreement with recent
theoretical calculations as well as with our experimental
value of cfl=0.111±0.005. To explain this discrepancy we
would like to point out importance of the following factors
for an accurate estimation of the value of the cfl constant:
First of all, as we have shown earlier, the intensities of the
diffraction peaks should be corrected by the form factor
when necessary before performing peak shape analysis. This
is important for accurate determination of the Caillé param-
eter �. Second, the steric thickness of the bilayer must be

FIG. 13. The functional plot of 1 /d2� vs 1/dw
2 for DMPC mem-

branes in D2O. The dependence is linear in the temperature interval
from 48.5 to 76.8 °C confirming applicability of the hard-wall con-
finement functional form �Eq. �4�� in this temperature range.

FIG. 14. Dependence of the Caillé parameter � on �1−db� /d�2

for multilamellar DMPC membranes in D2O. The linear fit is done
for the data in the temperature interval from 48.5 to 76.8 °C. The
slope of the line allows us to calculate value of the universal con-
stant of the undulation force cfl=0.111±0.005, according to Eq.
�31�.
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accurately determined. The importance of these corrections
follows from Eq. �31�. Indeed, Eq. �31� can be rewritten in
the form

� =
�

2�6cfl

	dw

d

2

, �36�

from which the following equations can be derived:

�cfl

cfl
= 4

�dw

dw
and

�cfl

cfl
= − 2

��

�
. �37�

Equation �37� shows that the error in the determination of
cfl is strongly affected by the error of � and dramatically by
the error of dw. In Ref. �44� Luzzati approach �88� was ap-
plied to obtain dw from a measured repeat distance and
known fraction of water in the sample. This approach as-
sumes no water penetration into lipid bilayer and tends to
underestimate the actual steric bilayer thickness by at least

�dw = 2Vw/AL, �38�

where Vw is the volume of water in the lipid bilayer and AL is
the area per lipid molecule. Substituting Vw=7.2�30 Å3 and
AL=59.6 Å2 for DMPC membranes in excess water at 30 °C
�70� into Eq. �38� we get �dw=7.2 Å. This could result in
considerable overestimation of the value of intermembrane
distances. It is true that this effect becomes less important at
large intermembrane spacings as in Refs. �42–44�. However,
we took experimental data from Ref. �44� measured at largest
separation between membranes �20% H2O by volume, d
=157 Å, and �=1� and estimated value of the cfl using the
Luzzati approximation, corrected as described above. We ob-
tained cfl=0.144, which is closer to the value obtained in this
work, 0.111, than to the initial Helfrich’s estimation, 0.23. In
addition, using highly swollen membranes has its own caveat
that the intensities of the diffraction peaks become rather
weak and therefore accuracy of the peak shape analysis used
for determination of the parameter � is not high at these
spacings �42–44�. It can be an additional source of error in
the evaluation of the value of the cfl constant. Thus this
exercise demonstrates the significance of the possible errors
in determination of the Caillé parameter � and especially of
the bilayer thickness on the reliability of obtained values of
the universal constant cfl.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We performed a comprehensive study of temperature de-
pendence of the intermembrane force balance for multilamel-
lar DMPC membranes freely suspended in D2O. The empha-
sis was on the accurate determination of the intermembrane
distance in a wide range of temperatures from
�40 to 110 °C using SANS from unilamellar and multila-
mellar membranes and on obtaining accurate values of the
Caillé parameter � from HRXRD experiments at the same
temperatures.

The experiments revealed a dominating role of Helfrich’s
undulation force in the whole measured temperature interval.
At �77 °C the onset of the unbinding transition in the mul-
tilamellar membranes is observed. The transition has a con-

tinuous character as was predicted by the theoretical model
used by Lipowsky and Leibler �45�. SANS data suggest that
the unbinding transition proceeds in accordance with the
two-state model �50�.

Complementary analysis of the SANS and HRXRD data
allows us to estimate the value of the undulation force uni-
versal constant cfl=0.111±0.005. This value is approxi-
mately two times smaller than the initial estimate, 0.23, done
by Helfrich �4� and early experimental values �42–44�, that
confirmed Helfrich’s estimation, but is in good agreement
with more recent theoretical simulations and analytical cal-
culations of the constant cfl=0.106 �36�, 0.115±0.005 �40�,
0.111±0.006 �37�, and 0.113±0.005 �41�.
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APPENDIX A: PEAK SHAPE ANALYSIS

In a general case the scattering intensity from a stack of
membranes is described by

S�Q� � 
−�

+�

d3RH�R�G�R�ei�Q−nQ0�·R, �A1�

where H�R� is the function, that describes the finite-size ef-
fect, due to the finite thickness of a multilayer sample.

In the case of the centrosymmetric lipid membrane Eq.
�A1� is rewritten in the following form �81�:

S�Q� = 2�
−�

� 
−�

�

dzP�r,z�G�r,z�cos�Q0z�
sin Q�r2 + z2

Q�r2 + z2
.

�A2�

If the asymmetry of the diffraction peak is not observable,
then Eq. �A2� is modified to �81�

S�Q� =

2�L0
2

Q2 
0

�

dLP�L�
0

L

dzGA�0,z��L − z�cos�Q − Q0�z


0

�

dLP�L�
,

�A3�

where

GA�0,z� = exp	− ��
n=0

N
1 − cos�n − z�/L

n

 . �A4�

Equation �A3� is Eq. �80� from Ref. �81�. Gaussian distribu-
tion of the domain sizes,
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P�L� � e−�L − L0�2/2�L
2
, �A5�

was used in Eq. �A3�.

APPENDIX B: CORRECTION OF THE MEMBRANE
THICKNESS FOR TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE

AMOUNT OF WATER IN THE POLAR PART OF THE
MEMBRANES

Taking into account dependence of VW /VL on temperature
leads to the following modification of Eq. �15�:

db�
T = db��1 − 1.26

VW

VL
− 1.26�	VW

VL

�−1/2

= db��1 −

1.26�	VW

VL



1 − 1.26
VW

VL

�
−1/2

= db��1 −

1.26	�VW −
�VL

VL
VW


VL	1 − 1.26
VW

VL

 �

−1/2

. �B1�

The increase of the water content in the bilayer �Vw with

temperature can be calculated using the following equation:

�Vw =
db�AL

2
	�db�

db�
+

�AL

AL

 −

�VL

VL
VL, �B2�

where AL=59.6 Å2 is the area per DMPC lipid molecule
�70�; �db� /db� is obtained experimentally in this work �see
Fig. 4�; the thermal expansivities of the volume and area per
DMPC molecule were taken from literature: �1/AL�
���AL /�T�=3.3�10−3 K−1 �70,89�, �1/VL���VL /�T�=0.5
�10−3 K−1 �74,90�. Substituting �Vw from Eq. �B2� into Eq.
�B1� and the value of the corresponding parameters gives the
following equation:

db�
T = db��1 − 15.4 � 10−4�T − 30��−1/2

� db��1 + 7.7 � 10−4�T − 30�� , �B3�

where T is the temperature in °C. Equations �13�, �15�, and
�B3� were used to determine the thickness of DMPC bilayer
at different temperatures.
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